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INTIMATE CELEBRATIONS
Elopments, Micro-weddings, and Drive-in Weddings

The desert is a mysterious, marvelous,

exposure, there is even more reason to

peaceful place that is perfect to celebrate

consider smaller, intimate weddings.

your union to the one you love - with the

Elopements can be done just about

ones you love! Whether you are going the

anywhere, whether private property or

super intimate route of you, your partner

even in Joshua Tree National Park. Many

and the officiant, or hosting a small

airbnbs also allow small intimate

ceremony with 10 people, to the bigger

gatherings. Mon Petit Mojave not only hosts

events with over 50 guests (not currently

elopements and micro-weddings, but

allowed), there is so much flexibility out

drive-in weddings as well. Let grandma and

here to celebrate with whom you want.

grandpa experience the magical moment -

Even before the time of the 2020

and the natural surrounding - safely from

pandemic, small weddings in Joshua Tree

the comfort of their car. It would definitely

were already a thing. And now, with all the

be a memorable experience!

uncertainty surrounding a virus and

MAGNIFICENT MOTHER NATURE
Preparing for the weather and landscape
The Mojave needs no explaining - it is a

some fabulous photos. The heat can be

beautiful backdrop that is the perfect

brutal in the summer, but as most

place to say your I do's. You can literally

weddings are scheduled for

throw a rug on the dirt in front of a Joshua

evenings/sunset, it starts to get super nice

Tree right before sunset, and have a

around then. Cloudy skies will give you a

backdrop that would rival most ancient

colorful sherbet sky at sunset, but if there

Cathedrals. Mother Nature is like that -

are really heavy clouds, then you may have

simply gorgeous. But, she is also a bit

to run for cover under quick rains, which

finnicky. So, you have to be prepared for

may create a flash flood danger depending

the things that may pop up. For example,

on where your ceremony is. The desert can

rattlesnakes! Hey, you are in their turf after

be harsh, but if you are well prepared and

all. Or maybe the day will all of a sudden

have an experienced coordinator to adjust

get super windy - which might make for

as necessary, it will all turn out beautiful.

CRAFTING THE PERFECT TEAM
How do you choose the right vendors?

Even if you are just eloping in the sunset, it

experienced with the desert landscape and

helps to have a coordinator to handle all

may have some suggestions about your

the details so you can just relax and show

ceremony or celebration that you may not

up. Even elopements require planning such

have thought of. Make sure your vendors

as: finding the right officiant, filing

are licensed and insured! Ask to see

paperwork at city hall, helping coordinate

examples of past events, or if they are just

the photographer, and even bringing the

starting out, referrals from community

celebratory bottle of champagne after

members on their work ethic and

you've said "I do". Micro weddings and

responsibility. You want to work with a

drive-in weddings require much more

team that is dedicated, professional, and

planning and coordination. When looking

responsible, so that your day runs smoothly

for vendors, local personnel is often the

and you can just focus on being present

best choice because they are

and in the moment.

TRAVEL AND LODGING TIPS
Hotels, airbnb, and more

There is no shortage of fabulous lodging

park, or a leisurely stroll through downtown

options in the high desert. From sweet

Joshua Tree. Catch a show at Pappy and

little bungalows, to vintage campers, to

Harriet's (or at Mon Petit Mojave as well!)

grand palatial estates with pools and views,

Some "fine dining" options include La

the opportunities are endless. The high

Copine and Kitchen in the Desert 29. There

desert is locate less than an hour's drive

is not much in terms of hotels, unless you

from Palm Springs airport, an hour's drive

really want to go the standard route and

from Ontario International airport, and 2

stay at one of the many small motels that

hours from LAX. The high desert also

dot the long strip of 29 Palms Highway. 45

presents a great opportunity to roadtrip

minutes down the mountain you'll get to

from anywhere in Southern California, and

fabulous Palm Springs, and one hour north

even from places as far as Phoenix. Once

you will come across Big Bear Lake. There

up here, you can arrange local hikes in the

are many ways to make the whole
experience even more memorable!

A WEDDING
DAY
TIMELINE...
8AM

KICK OFF YOUR BIG DAY
WITH A PEACEFUL HIKE

12PM

RELAXING BRUNCH AND
GETTING READY

5PM

COCKTAIL HOUR AND
MUSIC

6PM

CEREMONY

7PM

POST CEREMONY DINNER
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LET'S START PLANNING!
We're here to help you create the perfect wedding of your dreams.
To contact us, please email: weddings@monpetitmojave.com

“WHAT MAKES THE DESERT BEAUTIFUL IS THAT
SOMEWHERE IT HIDES A WELL.”
∼ANTOINE DE SAINT

